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Abstract. Academic early warning (AEW) is very popular in many
colleges and universities, which is to warn students who have very poor
grades. The warning strategies are often made according to some simple
statistical methods. The existing AEW system can only warn students,
and it does not make any other analysis for academic data, such as the
importance of courses. It is significant to discover useful information
implicit in data by some machine learning methods, since the hidden in-
formation is probably ignored by the simple statistical methods. In this
paper, we use the Gaussian process regression (GPR) model to select
key courses which should be paid more attention to. Specifically, an au-
tomatic relevance determination (ARD) kernel is employed in the GPR
model. The length-scales in the ARD kernel as hyperparameters can be
learned through the model selection procedure. The importance of dif-
ferent courses can be measured by these corresponding length-scales. We
conduct experiments on real-world data. The experimental results show
that our approaches can make reasonable analysis for academic data.
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1 Introduction

Many colleges and universities are working on academic early warning (AEW)
which can give prompt warnings to the students who have poor test scores.
AEW is among the recent computational education problems discussed in Sun
[8]. Effective warning strategies will promote the students’ learning or improve
their learning methods. In most colleges and universities, the existing warning
strategies are made according to some simple statistical methods. For example,
the AEW system will send warning letters to the students who have more than
ten failed credits in a semester. However, this simple statistical method can only
discover the explicit information appears in the data. Using machine learning
methods to model the data can excavate some hidden but useful information
implicit in the data. Further, the existing AEW system can only make some
warning specific to students [3]. It does not make any analysis about the courses.
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Some useful advice on the courses will help the students to study purposefully
and effectively. Therefore, selecting key courses by machine learning methods is
significant and has a practical value.

Key course selection can be regarded as feature selection in the machine
learning area. There are several popular methods for feature selection. For ex-
ample, Lasso regression [10, 1, 12] and L1-norm support vector regression [13, 5]
both use L1-norm regularization to achieve sparse feature selection. The selec-
tion results from the above two methods are deterministic. Some probabilistic
models based on the Bayesian framework can provide uncertainty estimates for
features. The importance of the features can be presented by the weight ratios
of each features. The features with much higher weight ratios are more likely to
be the key features. In allusion to the key course selection in the AEW system,
given the weight ratio of each course, users can filter the key courses depending
on the practical demands.

When it comes to probabilistic models, the Gaussian process regression (G-
PR) model is a typical probabilistic model [4]. The GPR model provides a flex-
ible framework for probabilistic regression and classification. It is widely used
to solve the nonlinear regression problems attributed to its elegant formula-
tion [4, 2]. Several improved approaches for the GPR model are successively
put forward, such as sparse Gaussian process [11, 14] and mixtures of Gaussian
processes [9, 7]. Besides the elegant nonlinear modeling form, the flexibility of
choosing kernel functions is another attractive feature of GPR models. Some spe-
cial data characteristics can be captured by the particular kernel functions. For
example, the automatic relevance determination (ARD) kernel is able to capture
the importance of different features. The ARD kernel has been used successfully
for removing irrelevant features [4]. The hyperparameters introduced by kernel
functions can be adaptively learned by model selection methods.

In this paper, we use a GPR model with an ARD kernel to select key courses
which should be paid more attention to. The length-scales as hyperparameters
in the ARD kernel can be learned through the model selection procedure. The
importance of different courses can be measured by these length-scales. We con-
duct experiments on real-world data. Due to the practical situation that different
students sometimes choose different courses, the collected data need to be re-
constructed. After reconstructing the data by the nearest neighbor data-filling
algorithm, we use the GPR model with an ARD kernel to model the reconstruct-
ed data and select the key courses.

2 Gaussian Process Regression Model

In this section, we will introduce the GPR model from the function-space view,
and analyze the model selection methods for the GPR model.

2.1 Gaussian Process Regression Model

A Gaussian process is a collection of random variables, any finite number of
which have a joint Gaussian distribution. From the perspective of function space,
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Gaussian process can be seen as a distribution of function. The characteristic
of Gaussian process is determined by mean function and covariance function.
Define mean function m(x) and the covariance function κ(x,x′) of a Gaussian
process f(x) as

m(x) = E[f(x)], (1)

κ(x,x′) = E[(f(x)−m(x))(f(x′)−m(x′))]. (2)

The Gaussian process f(x) can be written as

f(x) ∼ GP(m(x), κ(x,x′)). (3)

In most cases, we can only get access to noisy versions thereof y = f(x) + ε.
Assuming additive independent identically distributed Gaussian noise ε with
variance σ2

n, the joint distribution of the observed values y and the test outputs
f∗ is [

y
f∗

]
∼ N

(
0,

[
K(X,X) + σ2

nI K(X,X∗)
K(X∗, X) K(X∗, X∗)

])
, (4)

where K is the covariance matrix calculated by the kernel function κ(x,x′).

2.2 Model Selection

The GPR model can use different covariance functions. Squared exponential
covariance function is a common covariance function. Furthermore, by using the
ARD squared exponential kernel, the model selection procedure allows us to
automatically infer the importance of the input features without introducing
explicit regularization. For the purpose of doing automatic model selection of
the dimensionality of latent space, the kernel can be chosen to follow the ARD
squared exponential form:

κ(x,x′) = σ2
f exp{−1

2

D∑
d=1

1

`2d
(xd − xd′)2}, (5)

where `d is the length-scale of the covariance and σ2
f is the signal variance. σ2

n

mentioned in (4) is the noise variance. In general we call these free parameters
hyperparameters. We use symbol θ to denote the hyperparameters in the Gaus-
sian process regression model, i.e., θ = {{`2d}, σ2

f , σ
2
n}. Such a covariance function

implements automatic relevance determination, since the inverse of the length-
scale determines how relevant an input feature is. We will introduce two kinds
of model selection methods for the GPR model. One is the Type II maximum
likelihood and the other one is maximizing a posteriori [4, 6].

Type II Maximum Likelihood In Type II Maximum Likelihood (ML-II), one
needs to calculate the negative logarithmic marginal likelihood of the samples,
L(θ) = − log p(y|X,θ), and then calculate the partial derivatives of L(θ) with
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respect to θ [4]. Through the model selection procedure, the hyperparameters
in the ARD kernel which represent the importance of the features can be auto-
matically determined. In our practical problems, the key courses can be chosen
according to the ratios of the magnitudes of the inverse length-scales. We denote
these ratios as the weight ratios of courses.

Maximizing a Posteriori In maximizing a posteriori (MAP), one needs to
compute the posterior of the hyperparameters which is expressed as

p(θ|y, X,Hp) =
p(y|X,θ,Hp)p(θ|Hp)

p(y|X,Hp)
, (6)

where p(θ|Hp) is the prior for the hyperparameters named as hyper prior. Hp

represents the parameters in the hyper prior distribution, which can be set by
hand according to actual situations.

In our experimental settings, we use Gamma hyper prior for the inverse
length-scales, and use Gaussian hyper prior for both the logarithmic signal vari-
ance and logarithmic noise variance. The Gamma hyper prior for the inverse
length-scale 1

`d
is expressed as

1

`d
∼ Gamma(α, λ), (7)

where the expectation and variance of the Gamma hyper prior are

E(
1

`d
) =

α

λ
, V(

1

`d
) =

α

λ2
. (8)

The Gaussian hyper prior of the logarithmic signal and noise variance are ex-
pressed as

log(σ2
f ) ∼ N (µ0, σ0), log(σ2

n) ∼ N (µ1, σ1). (9)

Given the above Gamma hyper prior and Gaussian hyper prior,Hp represents the
parameters {α, λ, µ0, σ0, µ1, σ1}. The hyperparameters can be learned through
maximizing the posterior distribution in (6) using some gradient based optimiza-
tion algorithms. As α and λ control the expectation and variance of the Gamma
hyper prior for the inverse length-scales, we can obtain the inverse length-scales
{`d} with different characteristics through adjusting the settings of α and λ. For
example, the difference between the inverse length-scales {`d} will be larger if
the variance of the Gamma prior is larger.

3 Data Collection and Reconstruction

We collect the students’ scores from the department of computer science and
technology in a certain university. The data are collected from two grades which
are Grade 2010 and Grade 2011. In each grade, there are two classes which are
pedagogical class and regular class. In each class, the numbers of students are
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different which are 47, 51, 23 and 52, respectively. We separate the data from
each class into seven groups with each one corresponding to one semester. As
different students are likely to choose different courses, the course numbers are
different in each group of data. Therefore, we have to employ data-filling methods
to reconstruct the data.

When reconstructing the data, the nearest neighbor (NN) is a common data-
filling method which is to find the most appropriate data for the missing value. In
NN, for the missing score of every course from every student, the score from the
most similar student is used to fill the missing score. The similarity is measured
by the distance of two students’ scores for the chosen courses. Since different
students often choose different courses, the simple Euclidean distance are in-
appropriate for measuring the distance between two samples. For fairness, we
compute the averaged distance per course.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Settings

We use two kinds of GPR model selection methods which are ML-II and MAP
for learning the importance of courses. The simple statistical method is used
as reference. Particularly in the MAP model selection method, we assume two
different Gamma hyper prior distributions which have small and large variances
respectively for the inverse length-scales. We denote these two MAP methods
as MAP1 and MAP2. The Gamma hyper priors are set to Gamma(0.1, 0.1) and
Gamma(0.1, 0.02). The Gaussian hyper priors for log σ2

f and log σ2
n are set to

N (−1, 1) and N (−3, 3). For both the two GPR model selection methods, the
maximum iteration numbers for optimization are set to 1000.

4.2 Experimental Results and Analysis

We demonstrate and analyze our experimental results by taking an example
from a certain semester. The analysis of the data from other semesters is similar.
Particularly, we analyze the selected courses by different GPR model selection
methods as well as the simple statistical method. We plot the details of the key
courses from the two classes (pedagogical class in Fig. 1 and regular class in Fig.
2) in the first semester in Grade 2010.

From Fig. 1, we find that the four methods all regard “Introduction to Com-
puter Science and Practice (ICSP)” as the most critical course. This is convictive
because “ICSP” contains the basic operations on computer. But beyond that,
most results from the simple statistical method only show the appearance in-
stead of the hidden characteristics in the data. For example, it shows that “C” is
prone to fail, but it weakens the importance of “Advanced Mathematic (AM)”.
Differently, MAP1 and MAP2 both put more weights on “AM”. ML-II selects
the “Linear Algebra (LA)” and “Advanced Mathematic (AM)” as the additional
key courses. Through further analysis of the course characteristics, we know that
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(a) Simple statistical method
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(b) ML-II
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(c) MAP1
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(d) MAP2

Fig. 1. Key course selection results for the pedagogical class in the first semester in
Grade 2010.

“AM” is the foundation course for computer related courses. “AM” is recognized
as a challenging and important course, especially for pedagogical students who
have relative poor mathematical basis. After the analysis of these key courses,
it is recommended to focus more on the education of mathematical courses for
pedagogical students in this semester.

From Fig. 2, we find that the four methods all regard “ICSP” as the most
critical course. This is consistent with the conclusion from the pedagogical class.
However, except for “ICSP”, the simple statistical method shows that there is
few failed courses for regular class. ML-II selects two additional courses, “Linear
Algebra (LA)” and “AM ”, as key courses while MAP1 and MAP2 treat the
other courses almost the same except “ICSP” . Such phenomenon implies that
the students in the regular class have better mathematical foundation compared
with pedagogical students. It is recommended to balance attentions to every
course on the basis of laying emphasis on “ICSP” for regular students in this
semester.

Comparing MAP1 and MAP2, we find that the two MAP methods with two
different Gamma hyper priors actually obtain two trends of weight ratios. The
Gamma hyper prior with larger variance tends to infer the length-scales with
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(a) Simple statistical method
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(b) ML-II
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(c) MAP1
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(d) MAP2

Fig. 2. Key course selection results for the regular class in the first semester in Grade
2010.

wide difference. The introduction of hyper priors can overcome the over-fitting
to some extent and bring convenience to adjust the magnitude of the difference
between the weights.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have selected key courses from the academic data by GPR model selection
methods. From the experimental results on the real-world data, we conclude that
the MAP model selection method based on GPR is a reasonable and flexible
method for key course selection. GPR model selection methods can discover
the hidden information about courses. Combining the key courses selected by
the GPR model selection methods and those selected by the simple statistical
method, the ultimately selected courses are very useful no matter for students
or educational administrators. From the students’ point of view, it can warn the
students to pay more attention to some specific courses. From the educational
administrators’ point of view, it can help to evaluate the students according to
the scores of some key courses and then make proper educational policies.
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Key course selection is an important task for AEW and it is only at the
primary stage of work on AEW. In the future work, we will discuss how to warn
students to pay more attention to some specific courses in the next semester by
their performance in the current semester.
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